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UNIQUENESS OF AFFINE STRUCTURES ON

RIEMANN SURFACES

JOHN T. MASTERSON

Abstract. Let M be any compact Riemann surface of genus g > 2.
It is first established that there do not exist on M any generic low-
degree simple polar variations of branched affine structures having fixed
nonpolar and polar branch dat

～ a and fixed induced character homomor-
phism 也 Hence, these structures depend uniquely on the branch data
and the homomorphism. A related result is also established concern
ing the nonexistence on M of generic low-degree single-point variations
of branched affine structures h ～a.ving fixed homomorphism 屮. These re-
suits depend on the Noether and Weierstrass gaps on M. Corollaries a.re
d . denve concerning mappings induced by sections of vector bundles of
affine structures and concerning structures on an arbitrary hyperelliptic
or elliptic (g = I) surface M.

Unbranched projective structures on an arbitrary compact Riemann surface

M of genus g~I were first constructed by Gunning [2]. These structures were
shown to be in one-to-one correspondence with the set of holomorphic projective

connections (i.e., holomorphic quadratic differentials) <f> onM. Analogous results
for affine structures and affine connect10ns on M were also established.

A reinterpretation of a classical result of Poincare [7] shows that these pro
Jective connections, and the corresponding projective structures, depend unique

ly on the monodromy homomorphism 1/J : 町 (M) ---+- Mob associated with </>.

Recall that 1P is the homomorphism which determines the possible global multi
val due ness of some ratio f(z) = Y1(z)/y2(z) of linearly independent solutions to
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the equation
II <Py + -y = 02

on M. This multivaluedness is expressed by a functional equation

f([A]z) = 1/;([A]) o J(z),

where [A] E 1r1(M) and f([A]z) represents the result of analytic continuation of
f(z) along the arbitrary closed loop A on M. Note that f satisfies the equa

tion 92/ = </>, where 92 is the Schwarzian derivative operator. The uniqueness
result just described was extended by Kra [3] to surfaces with a finite number of
parabolic punctures.

In view of recent results (see (4), [~], [6]) on existence of branched projec
tive and affine structures on M, it would be of interest to develop an analogous

uniqueness result in the branched case. This question has received little con
sideration to present; it is intrinsically more difficult than the corresponding

unbranched question since one would expect to need some branch point and
branch order data in addition to information on tp in order to prove any unique
ness conclusion.

In this paper, we restrict our attention to perhaps the most feasible unique

ness question for branched structures, namely, the problem of deriving conditions

sufficient for the uniqueness of branched affine structures on an arbitrary com

pact Riemann surface M of genus g~2. Some of our results also extend in a
natural way to surfaces of genus g == l.

Let S be th·Ie umversa covering space of M with corresponding covering
group G. Hence, M~S/G. Let F be a fixed fundamental set for G, chosen
so that F0 is a fundamental region. The reader is referred to [4] and [5] for

detailed definitions of affine and projective structures on M and the associated

deformations and connections for G. We recall that there is a canonical bijection
between {I-equivalence classes of I-deformations ( 心，f) of G with affine divisor

x(= (df)F, the divisor of zeroes and poles of df in F)} and {branched affine

structures on M with affine divisor x* = 1r*(x)}, where ,r* is the map on divisors
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Note that for each affine

AFFINE STRUCTURES ON RIEMANN SURFACES

induced by the universal covering map 1r : S ---+ M.
structure on M, xis an invariant with deg(x) = 2g - 2 and xis of the form

Pi,'li , s 1c E F,
l m n

X = L(ri - l)pi + L包- l)q; + 1:(-2)s和
i=l j=l k=l

T-i E z+ - {l},
v; E z- - {-1}, \/i,j,k

where ,r(加 ），,r(q;) and ,r伍 ）are, respectively, the nonpolar branch points of
ramification orders Ti, the polar branch points of ramification orders Iv;丨and the
simple poles of the corresponding affine structure on M. Each affine structure
on M with affine divisor divisor x• has associated branch divisor B* = ,r*(B)
on M, where

l m

L(ri - l)Pi 十L<I Vj I -l)qj
i=l j=l

B

Here, deg(B*)(= deg(B)) is an even integer satisfying deg(B*)~2g - 2 (see (5],
Lemma. 1). Additionally, each 1-deformation (叭f) is uniquely determined by

the locally meromorphic function / and satisfies a functional equation

\/AEG, \/zES,'lj;(A) o f(z),f(Az)

with monodromy homomorphism 1/J: G~. Mob of the form 心(A)(w) = aAw 十

bA(E GA(l,C)), aA,bA EC, aA 钅0, VA E G. 心 induces an associated multi-
～ ～

plicative character homomorphism 1/J : G~c• defined by 心(A)= aA, VA E G.
Observe that the Prym differential [1] df satisfies

VAEG,VzES
～
心(A)·df(z),df(Az)

We now proceed with a detailed description of our findings.

Let M be any compact Riemann surface of genus g~2.
Consider any two affine st邙ctures on M which both have nonpolar branch points

Pi, i = l, ... , l, of ramification orders ri, r i E z+ - { 1}, and polar branch points

1.Theorem
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qJ, j = 1, ... , m, of ramification orders 丨vii, vi E z- - {-1}, and have branch
divisor B* satisfying

m

deg(B勺 ~3g - 2 + 2L I Vj 丨
j=l

(1)

Assume further that at least one of the simple polar divisors D1v, N = 1 or 2,

of the given structures has multiple 2Dj., of minimal index of specialty i(2DN)

and that the two structures determine I-deformations (鈺 心 ），N = 1,2, of G
～ ～

which induce equal character homomorphisms 叭 ＝面）. Then the two affine（

structures are the same.

Proof. The I-deformations (紐 耘），N = 1, 2, have affine divisors XN(=
(dfN)F), N = 1, 2, given by

l m

XN = 瓦(ri - l)Pi + L(vi - l)qi - 2DN, N = 1, 2,
i=l j=l

where 1r佖）= Pi, 1r(qi) = qJ and 1r 寧 (D刈= Div, N = I, 2. The proof of Lemma
1 of [5) implies that

m

deg(B*) = 2g-2+2·deg(DN)+2Elvil,
j=l

N = 1,2 (2)

Equation (2) and inequality (1) together imply the·inequality

deg(2Di.r)~g, N = 1,2 (3)

(equivalently, deg(Dj.,)~g/2, N = 1, 2). The minimality of i(2Dj.,), N = 1 or

2, and inequality (3), together with the Riemann-Roch theorem and the Noether

gap theorem [1], imply that i(2Dj.,) = g - deg(2Dj.,), N = 1 or 2, and that 2Dj.,
and all its nontrivial proper subdivisors are Noether gaps.

Define h = d/2/dfi. Then h has divisor of zeroes and poles in F given by
(h)F = 2D2 一 2D1. Furthermore, h is an automorphic function for G (that is,
h(Az) = h(z), VA E G, Vz E S), since 心 = 1/J2. Moreover, th·1s observation and
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the previous conclusion concerning Noether gaps together imply that 2D2 = 2D1.
Hence, h = c E C. Consequently, dh = c dfi, h = cf1 + d for some constant
d, and the deformations (鈺 心 ），N- == 1, 2, determine the same affine structure
on M. II

Remark 1. In view of the inequality deg(Div)~g/2, N == 1, 2, and the fact
that minimality of the index of specialty holds for generic divisors of the form

2Div- on M, Theorem 1 can be paraphrased as an assertion of the nonexistence
on M of generic low-degree simple polar variations of affine structures having

fixed branch data and fixed character homomorphism~- Also, it is clear that

varying the generic low-degree simple polar divisor and simultaneously fixing the

branch data produces affine structures with globally varying homomorphism 1/J.

Now consider affine structures on M having no polar branch points and let

the {fixed) branch divisor B*(== Ef=1(ri - 1)丙）satisfy

2g 一 2~deg(B*)~4g - 2

In this case, Theorem 1 of [5] asserts that for each (simple polar) divisor D寧 ＝

咢=lsk with sZ # Pi, Vi,k, and with minimal index of specialty i(D*) (i.e.,
i(D*) == g-n, where n == (deg(B*)-(2g-2))/2), there exists ag-n dimensional
linear manifold of I-connections (or, equivalently, of affine structures) having

(fixed) affine divisor x* == B* - 2D*. Furthermore, if 2g - 2 < deg(B*) <
4g 一 2 and Xis the manifold of all divisors D* satisfying the abovementioned
conditions, then these affine structures for varying D* EX and fixed B* form a

complex analytic vector bundle E of rank g - n over X (see Corollary 1 of [5]).
Consequently, Theorem 1 and Remark 1 together with Corollary 1 of [5] have
the following obvious

Corollary 1. For affine structures having only nonpolar branch points, let

2g - 2 < deg(B*) :s; 3g 一 2

(or, equivalently, deg(D*)~g/2) and let X'be the submanifold of X for which

i(2D*) is minimal. Then for each section s : X'~E of th be a ovementioned
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vector bundle (restricted from X to X'), the induced mapping

～
S: X'_, { characteT homomorphisms ,{, for affine structures

associated toe E E which project to any D 拿 EX'}

is one-to-one.

Theorem 2. Let M be any compact Riemann surface of genus g 2: 2.
Consider any two affine structures on M having ihe same nonpolar and polar

branch points of the same ramification orders and having the same simple poles,
with one possible pair of exceptional.branch points or simple poles qj.,, N = I, 2,

corresponding to the two structures. Assume further that the two structures

determine I-deformations (邲 心 ），N = I, 2, of G which induce equal character

homomorphisms (五＝和 . For the points qj.,, N = 1,2, let v E Z - {O, 1} be
the common ramification order (or, respectively, common negative polar order) if

qj.,, N = 1, 2, are nonpolar branch points_ (or, respectively, simple polar or polar
branch points), Then:

(1) the conditions Iv 一 卟 :5 g and qi E M - { Weierstrass points on M}
together imply that the two affine st面ctures are the same,

(2) the conditions lv-11 < 2g, qi E { Weierstrass points on M} and lv-1丨E
{ Weierstrass gaps for qi} together imply that the two affine structures are the
same

(3) the conditions 丨v-11~g, qj E { Weierstrass points on M} and Iv 一 卟 E

{ Weierstrass non-gaps for qj} together imply that 吐 EV= { Weierstrass points

on M for which 丨尸 11 is a non-gap} and that an upper bound on the number of
choices for the second affine structure is card(V).

Remark 2. In analogy with Remark 1, we can paraphrase cases (1) and
(2) of Theorem 2 as an assertion of the nonexist_ence on M of generic low-degree
single-point variations of affine structures having-.fixed character homomorphism
1/J. Case (3)·d'1s a 1screte exception to this nonexistence.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, the function h(= dh /dfi) is an
automorphic function for G. Furthermore, h has divisor of zeroes and poles in F
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given by (h)p = (v - l)q2 - (v - l)q1, where qi E F and 1r(qi) = qi for i = 1, 2.
In cases (1) and (2), Iv - fl is a gap for qi. Hence, q1 = q2 and h. = c E C.

Consequently, as in the proof of Theorem 1, the two affine structures are the
same.

In case (3) I 1丨·, V 一 1s not a gap for qi, but, by the Weierstrass gap theorem
[1], Iv - 11 is a gap for all q2 E {non-Weierstrass points on M} U {Weierstrass

points not in V}. Hence, q2 E V. In fact, the function h is determined up to
a constant multiple by each q2 E V. Consequently, each q2 E V determines at
most one affine structure having affine divisor沼= xi +1r 亨 ((h)F) and character

homomorphism 加 ＝五 Such a structure exists iff the function h : S~6
defined by h = J h·dfi is meromorphic on S (or, eqUivalently, determines a
I-deformation of G), as opposed to being locally multivalued on S. Therefore,
card(V) is an upper bound on the number of distinct affine structures in this
case. ·II

Theorem 2 has the following

Corollary 2. Let M be any compact Riemann surface of genus g~2.
Consider any two. affine structures on M with the same induced character homo

morphism, common nonpolar and polar branch points and orders, and common
simple poles with one possible pair of exceptional simple poles sN, 1'T = 1, 2 (with
丨v - 11 = 2), corresponding to the two structures.

Then either

(1) si is not a hyperelliptic Weierstrass point and the two affine structures
are the same, or

(2) si is a hyperelliptic Weierstrass point and there are at most 2g+2 choices
for the second affine structure.

Proof. The conclusions follow immediately from Theroem 2. 丨丨

Although a surface of、genus one does not possess Weierstrass points, the fact
that hyperelliptic and elliptic curves have the respective algebraic representions

w2 = (z 一 e1)(z 一 e2)·.. (z 一 e29+2)
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and

w2 = (z - e1)(z - e2)(z - e3)(z 一 e4

suggests that there is an analogue of Coroll訌y 2 for tori. In fact, we easily obtain

Corollary 3. Let M be any compact Riemann surface of genus g = l and
let L =< mw1 + nw2, V(m,n) E Z X Z; Im(w2品）> 0 > be a lattice for which
M = C/ < z---+ z 十 w, Vw E L >. Consider any two affine structures on M,
restricted as in the assumptions of Corollary 2. Define sN = 1r 一1(sN), N = 1,2,

and w3 = 叨 十W2,

Then there are at most four choices for the given affine structures. Fur

thermore, these two affine structures are the same iff s1 = s2 mod L and are

inequivalent iff s1 = (s2 十 wi/2) mod L for i = 1, 2 or 3.
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